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We are Nature. When you ignore the peripheria of computers, washing
machines and subprime mortgage bubbles, you see a descendent of a certain
chimpanzee that had the audacity to get out of its tree and walk. All the
signs show that humankind is born to be part of Nature. But as our com-
munications move towards the fibre-optic, we have cut our communications
with our matrilineal ancestor. Let us replace the tomfoolery of the internet
age with true wildness and wilderness; let us rewild.

100 000 years ago, Europe was completely different. Although its climate
was the same as today’s, its biodiversity was an ecologist’s dream: wolf,
wolverine, bear, bison, boar, beaver, aurochs, lynx and wildcat all inhabited
our continent. As did lion. And elephant. And rhinoceros. Incredulous
though it may seem, these species all flourished in Europe up to 40 000 years
ago.

So what happened? The Sixth Mass Extinction rolled into Europe and
uprooted the wildlife in its path. For, unsatisfied in its quest to fulfil its
insatiable and unquellable desire to become Master of All Things, this species
turned its sights on its parent, Nature. Now, it is Winter in Europe: a barren,
bare and blackened desert, spoilt by the onslaught of Humans.

Nature, however, will not be conquered so easily. All across the European
Continent, the wild and forests are returning, the paws are padding home,
and rewilding is Springing forth. Except in one one, wet, barren island-cum-
desert, the island whose ultimate aim is to secure from Nature, by sheep or
by farm, the full fruits of its labour to create a stable ecosystem.

Let us consider rewilding’s greatest obstacle: Sheep. Although they may
appear to be cute fluffy clouds of cotton-wool, stars of a plethora of children’s
books, in reality they are cold-blooded Mesopotamian killers, immigrants
who scrounge off the land, eating all saplings that dare to poke their heads
above the ground. They come over here, taking our fields and our fodder,
dependent on freebie farmer handouts. They beg, they steal, they lie, they
cheat, at no point making a serious contribution to Society. This is mass, un-
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controlled migration of ruminant quadrupeds from war-torn countries. We’ve
been fleeced. It must stop.

But let’s not be too hard on sheep: after all, they’re only doing their
job. The real gang (or flock) leaders are the farmers and “conservationists”.
This duarchy of weeds suffocate any efforts to bring something of the Wild
back to our Sceptered Isle. The one clears their fields of trees, upsetting the
balance of power in the Natural world. To the other, careful management of
Nature is pruning it to the same sordid state they found Her in. Our greatest
unspoilt ‘wild’ places, fixed since Time Immemorial, are forgeries, blighted by
centuries of conservationists and sheep. Sheep are the footsoldiers; farmers
and conservationists are the generals leading them into battle, lambs to the
slaughter.

Now, look at yourselves: are you homo sapiens, the intelligent apex preda-
tor born to survive on the Savannahs of Africa? Or are you are homo domes-
ticus, the beast tamed by its own sapience? The leaves of the tree of Survival,
Uncertainty and the Wild have fallen to the ground and been trampled upon.
In their place is a rotten core whereby the Seven Deadly Sins are allowed to
run free and dictate all of our lives. We have expunged our inner nature and
replaced it with an outer nature, an occasionally fashionable accoutrement
worn only by eccentrics. Humankind’s wildness is a coppiced hazel, its civil-
isation an invasive sycamore, its gnarled oak now a foreign cypress tree.

Let us now turn to specifics: how are we to restore the British ecosystem
to its former ferality? The beauty of rewilding lies in its simplicity: Nature
will be restored by Nature. All that is to be done is to step back. And
within 20 years — 20 years! — ancient forests, perfect copies of those 1 000
years old, can grow, have grown and will grow. Nature, after all, is the
dream of capitalism: it will sustain a balanced ecosystem without the need
for intrusive regulation.

Humankind cannot continue to push itself further from Nature, and push
Nature further from itself. The global climate is about to implode, biodi-
versity is ever being pushed to the fringes of our society, homo sapiens has
turned into homo sitting-on-the-sofa-jaws-slightly-open — and all this time,
our “conservation” groups are turning Britain into a post-apocalyptic unnat-
ural wasteland. Let the woodlands return; let the wolves come back; let the
Wild be here again. Coppiced humankind will progress only through har-
mony with our planet, through allowing its leaves to shoot back up. Then,
and only then, will we be Wild again.
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